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Abstract— Agriculture is the back bone of the entire world. In 

olden days, more than 70% of the people are depend on 

Agriculture and related works. But now the theme changed the 

people are preferring the white collar jobs and profit motive 

made them to refuse the agricultural work. In other end the 

demand of food products are increased due to growing 

population. Inorder to fulfill the needs  of the food and the other 

agriculture products the Automation is the right choice. Not only 

in the field of agriculture, the automation plays a vital role in 

each and every field to produce Quality output with reduced 

manpower. In the field of agriculture the man power is need 

much when compared to other fields, from ploughing to 

harvesting. In this process the removal of weeds is a tedious job 

and it requires more man power. Till date the weed removal 

can’t be automated due to some effects in crops because of 

automation. Herbicides plays a crucial role in removing the 

weeds and it also provides a good result at initial position but 

later the weeds dominate the field. In order to reduce the weeds 

the usage herbicide level increased day by day. Usage of 

Herbicides causes the land infertile and thereby causes the 

decrease in production of the crops. This paper deals with the 

weed removal technique which reduces the amount of herbicide 

usage on the entire field. By this process the herbicides are 

sprayed on the weed. In this process the weed removal can be  

done through the image taken from the field by using image 

processing..  

Index Terms— Plant Kingdom, Weed removal, Sprayer, Image 

Processing 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In our country Agriculture is Traditional job. The each and 

every person of our country will came from Agricultural 

background. In those days all the members of the family 

depend only on Agriculture or Agriculture related works. 

They all will work in the field to get the yield. From the 

Germination till the Harvesting all work in the field and all the 

works  were done manually. In those days the cultivation of 

goods will be much enough to fulfill the family needs and the 

Agriculture was done as a Service Motive one. The cultivating 

Land was also small and rest of land was used for Grassing 

Land for cattle which was helpful to the Agriculture by 

Providing Manure and for Transportation of Goods.  

Later with Advancement in technology and Green Revolution 

induced the farmers to do the Agriculture in Profit motive 

results in increase of cultivating land. In other hand the 

younger generation prefer for other jobs.  Then the usage of 

Natural Manure was replaced Artificial Fertilizers. 

Then they finally results in Lagging of Man power in the 

fields and increased cultivatable  lands caused some 

Technology usage in Agriculture. But still now there were no 

technology is used to remove the weed. There were usage of 

some deadly poisons called Herbicides was introduced to 

remove the weeds. 

The Herbicides were used by Spraying them in the Entire 

Field. They cause adverse impacts to the crops and to the 

Environment also, which results in some health problems to 

Humans who uses those Cultivatable Products. 

Inorder to reduce the usage of Herbicides the Image 

Processing were introduced. By the process of Image 

processing the Herbicides were been allowed to spray the 

chemicals only to the weeds. This process of spraying the 

Herbicides only to the weeds by analyzing the entire field with 

the help of Image processing.  

II. IMPACT ANALYSIS OF WEEDS 

A. Weed Detection 

The weed can be a unwanted plant which is present in the 

field. They can cause some damage to the main crop and they 

can take the nutrition's from them. Inorder to get high yield the 
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weed must been removed. They can be obtained all over the 

field and they are with different size and differ in Edge 

frequency, Boundary, Shape too [10].  

The Weed can be controlled by removing them Manually 

or by Introducing some chemicals called Herbicides. If the 

Weed is not removed they spread seeds which acts as seed 

bank for many years. Based on the shape and edge frequencies 

the weeds are classified into three types. They are, 1) Less  

Edge Frequency Weeds 2) Medium Edge frequency Weeds 3) 

High Edge Frequency Weeds. 

 
Fig. 1 Less Edge Frequency (Narrow Leaves) 

 

 
Fig. 2  Medium Edge Frequency(Cluster Leaves) 

 

 
Fig. 3 High Edge Frequency(Wide Leaves) 

B. Methods of Weed Detection: 

The weeds can be present in any areas of the field. But they 

are mostly present in between the crops and between the rows. 

In this paper the Weed between the Crops and Weed between 

the Rows are considered. 

1) Weed Detection Between Rows 

In this Weed Detection method, the weeds present in 

between the rows of the crops are considered and the images 

are taken. Now the image processing technique is introduced to 

spray herbicides upon them. 

 
Fig. 4 Weed Detection Between Rows 

2) Weed detection Between Crops 

In this method of Weed detection the weeds present in 

between the interval of two crops are taken. Those weeds are 

removed by sensing them through column weed detection 

process If the crops are planted uniformly throughout the field. 

But If the crops are planted randomly or spread irregularly in 

the field they are done by the process of image processing[8]. 

 
Fig. 5 Weed Detection Between Crops 

 

C. Image Segmentation: 

The process of image segmentation is partitioning the 

images taken from the field into set of different segments. 

These image segments are known as pixels. Segmentation 

makes the image easy to analyze. The lines and curves which 

are typically called as Objects and boundaries respectively are 

represented through Image segmentation by assigning each and 

every pixel. These pixels share certain visual characteristics. 

The set of pixels in the output represents the entire image of the 

weed.[1] 
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The Image segmentation process will provide good quality 

output result. Segmentation Process involves many Pre 

Processing Procedures. The pre processing step has undergone 

the process of De-Noising and Image Enhancement [14]. The 

De-Noising process is provided with a non linear filter called 

Rank Filter.  They can able to identify the weed by the data 

which we provided earlier as Shape, Edge, Boundary, Object 

etc., 

1. Clustering 

The Clustering is a type of image segmentation process 

which can partition the image into clusters. The clusters can be 

selected on the basis of some conditions called manual 

selection and random selection which provides the fixed 

difference between the image pixels and clusters. The 

difference provides the details of Pixel colour, Intensity, 

Texture and location factors [3].  

Clustering method is used to assemble the same colour 

pixels collection of objects. This makes the image 

segmentation process easy. There are only two colours 

considered for the output image. The required image (crop and 

weed) after color segmentation is in green color and the 

remaining part of the image is black colour. This colour 

variation is feasible for edge detection. 

K-means Clustering Technique has been used for texture 

analysis. Based on the set of features this algorithm classifies 

the pixels into different classes. The classification is done 

according to the minimal sum of squares of distances between 

the objects and the corresponding cluster or class centroid.This 

clustering algorithm is used to partition the leaf image into four 

clusters. Among those one or more clusters leaf shows the 

symptoms of the disease that is infected [3]. The process of 

clustering algorithm can be represented using Flow chart in 

Fig. 6 

 
Fig. 6 Flow chart Cluster Algorithm 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In our Paper the weed can be detected by taking several 

images. The process will take 25 frames of pictures per second. 

The each image can be taken by 0.04 sec. and total of first 

eight images were taken in 0.3 sec. finally set of frames of 

images can be taken by 0.3 sec. and then they consider for set 

other frames and consider the next image. 

During this process they will consider Edge detection and 

colour segmentation process. They will analyze each and every 

crop with their intensity colour, Intensity, edge, Size etc., are 

been obtained as output. 

The colour of the edges and veins of the crop and weed are 

white after segmentation process and edge detection, whereas 

the rest of the image is totally black in colour. After the process 

of Edge detection and Colour segmentation it has undergone 

the process of Filtering. The Filtering can be a type of process 

in which each and every crop can be identified and their gain 

value, tradeoff's, edge, frequency of crop and weed can be 

identified and their threshold values can obtained.  

NO 

YES 
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Fig. 7 Input image taken for weed detection. 

 
Fig. 8 Colour Segmented Output Image 

 
Fig. 9 Output image after edge detection 

 

In the above mentioned crop the weed have high edge 

frequency on comparison with the crop. Then their edge 

frequency is high. In this paper the Corn crop is considered, 

which a narrow leaf crop is and their edge frequency is less 

when compared with weed. An image which contains only the 

weed is taken to calculate the edge frequency. By using ‗for 

loop‘ in the program the number of edges are calculated. A 

single block containing the weed is considered and the number 

of edges is found to be 900 approximately. The number of 

original planted crop image is taken and the frequency is 

calculated as 100. From the edge frequency calculated the 

threshold value is considered to be 500 and 400 x 500 is the 

size of the image. The image taken is grouped into 100 blocks 

as each of 40x50 pixels size. The ‗for loop‘ statement is used 

for numbering of pixels and ‗if loop‘ is for finding threshold 

value in the coding part. From the experimental results, the 

weed block is detected when the  edge frequency is more than 

that of the threshold value. With the help of for loops all the 

pixels in that block are converted into white pixels. The image 

which is white in colour are represented as the weed blocks and 

the remaining part of the image block are dark in colour. With 

the help of MATLAB the block number is also displayed.  [2].  

 
Fig. 10 White colour of the output image shows the presence of weed 

IV. AUTOMATIC SPRAYER 

The main objective of our paper is to reduce the usage of 

Herbicides and man power in the agriculture. In this paper the 

filtered image can be considered  by taking the weed block 

numbers. By using the robots or sprinklers or motors we can 

spray the herbicides on the weed detected... The output of the 

image processing can be interfaced with the Robots or other 

external devices and they can be interfaced by the "Arduino 

uno" microcontroller. The Flowchart represents the Process 

undergone in the Automatic sprayer. 

  
Fig. 11 Automatic sprayer Operation 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The weeds between the crops are detected and removed by the 

image processing technique. The information about the 

presence of weed in that particular area will be   provided to 

the Herbicide Sprayer unit. Thus the usage of Herbicides can 

be reduced to a big extent not spraying it into the entire field. 

But the only drawback of this process is that if there is an  

increase in weed type, that is more than two weeds then the 

process will not be applicable.  
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